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LIFE MASTERY TRAINING PROGRAM
Excessive and Deficient Chakra Four

Basic Definition of Deficient Chakra - Deficient chakras do not have enough energy flowing through
them because there is a vow to avoid or not deserve the experiences that this chakra should be open to.
A deficient chakra will generally be small, less than one inch in diameter, can feel empty or cool.  Shut
down in this way, there is no way to take in or express the full experience of life.  The person is often
totally unaware of life passing them by at this level.

Wounds that cause a deficient 4th chakra and closing the heart or isolation are: being criticized, not loved
for being who you are, abandonment of any kind, loss of a parent, sibling, or loved one, told that loving
the self is narcissistic, "I love you" was never said in a family, manipulated by a loved one, physical or
emotional abuse from a parent or the person you needed love from the most, told that your need for love
was too much, rejected by other children in school.  All of these can cause a deep vow to never reach out
and ask for love, not need love, not feel anything, love through your behaviors altruistically only, be loved
for what you do, not who you are, not say "I love you", avoid relationships and isolate yourself from
friends. A deficient 4th chakra lives a lonely internal life no matter how many people are around them,
unable to feel the deepest need of a human being, to be loved through being seen, heard, and
understood.

Basic Definition of Excessive Chakra - Excessive chakras have too much energy running through
them all the time because there is a vow to fixate on getting a certain need met that was not met in
childhood in the false hope of healing the old wound and being fulfilled.  Excessive cannot take in
anything new in the present moment since the chakra is fixated on just one limited solution for that
chakra's needs.  This one solution is always based on a past wound that hyper-focuses all of life in trying
to heal that wound in every situation. Excessive chakras can be large and amorphous or medium in size
and will feel dense, hot, sucking, pushing, and/or stuck.  Even though there seems to be a lot of energy in
them, they cannot flow with life, the chakra is packed solid with the past, reliving in every situation rather
than letting in the new and letting go of the old.

Wounds that cause an excessive 4th chakra can be the same as above that caused the deficient, but
there is just the opposite reaction - rather than blocking your inner need for love, and getting and giving
the specific kind of love you did not get as a child, it becomes your only focus in relationships.  This leads
to vows like, "love will solve everything," finding a mate who will complete you, never being apart from
loved ones or giving them space out of fear of abandonment, constantly giving more than you have,
being the serving one in a codependent relationships knowing that if you love them enough, they will
change. Addiction to people, family, and loving behaviors are often the circular patterns in life.

Deficient Characteristics Chakra 4 - Rigid body around the chest, shallow breather, more in
relationship with their work than with people, not connected to their feelings, intellectual relationships, will
not commit or be present in relationship, judgmental of relationships as a way to avoid and be safe, fear
of intimacy, skin issue, lack of forgiveness, like to go it alone.
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Healing Deficiency Chakra 4 - Getting a pet, making friends and investing time in them, finding a
primary mate and spending time being romantic and playful and present, reaching out and asking for
love, hugging more and letting others hug you, don't just give a hug.

Excessive Characteristics Chakra 4 - Concave sternum, asthma, lung issues, constantly giving to
others in hopes of them loving you, feel empty without the drama of relationships, demanding of attention
and love, play hurt if you are not loved the exact way others should love you.  Hyper-focused on
relationship and loving and not leaving others alone, separation anxiety and fear of abandonment.

Healing Excessive Chakra 4 - Learn to give yourself what you are trying to get and give to others, let
others have time to themselves and see that loving another is not having be what you want them to be,
but loving them as they are, be with others, do not be demanding of others, do not take others lack of
love personally.  Find what chakra you try to love from the most and expand that love to all levels.

Balanced and Healthy Chakra 4 - Grounded sense of self and feelings that are not controlled by the
relationships you are in, but are rather enhanced by them, have the capacity for deep intimacy with
others, radiate love from deep within you, unconditional love for others and an ability to forgive yourself
and others for all past transgressions, warmth and gentleness, you are able to both receive and give in
your relationships in a balanced way.


